Panic Buttons

Call for help,
wherever you are
Whether it’s an armed intruder, assault, or medical emergency, situations that require
immediate action can crop up anytime, anywhere. Verkada’s panic button enables
you to immediately call for help, while leveraging other Verkada devices to provide
additional context about an incident.
Wireless panic buttons can be worn on a lanyard or mounted on a wall or under a desk.
You also get access to a digital panic button, accessible from the Command dashboard
on a computer or mobile device.

Key Features
Easy to Set Up

Integrates with Verkada Ecosystem

Wireless panic buttons pair automatically with the Verkada
Wireless Alarm Hub. Easily set up and manage settings in the
Command cloud dashboard, even on–the–go.

Easily find the camera feeds associated with a panic button’s
location, initiate a door lockdown procedure, or trigger alarm
responses such as sirens or strobe lights, all from Command.

Completely Customizable

Monitor Device Status

Choose from single, double, triple, or long press to reduce
false alarms. Decide who will be notified and whether
emergency services should be contacted directly.

Feel confident that your devices are working as expected in
case of emergency. Get notified if a panic button goes offline
or reports low battery.

Key Benefits
• Customizable button triggers and responses
• Integrates with other Verkada devices for added security and visibility
• Built–in 24/7 professional monitoring with video verification
• LED indicator to signal a successful transmission
• Notifications if a button goes offline
• Up to 5 year battery life
• 10 year warranty on all hardware

Get Started
Verkada Alarms helps ensure the safety of your buildings, staff, and visitors while reducing
costs and simplifying management. To get started, contact sales@verkada.com to request
a free trial of our alarm system, including cameras, wireless sensors, and panic buttons with
24/7 professional monitoring and unlimited video verification.
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